
VEGA 
SPACE QBstraight lines enhancing the display of the goods



ecoVEGA SPACE QB LG / HG
Modern look straight glass design 
serve-over counter with enlarged 
exposition space, suitable for a 
wide variety of products. Ventilated 
circulation of chilled air ensures even 
cooling throughout the whole product 
display area without drying out the 
product on display. The evaporator is 
located in the back wall of the counter, 
ensuring easy maintenance, liftable 
front glass makes it easy for the store 
staff to access and tidy the counter.

1250 1880 2500 3750

OC90

mm

OPTIONS:

| Low glass design for self-service
| Organic glass doors in high glass 
design
| Galvanized steel or stainless-steel 
display surface
| LED lighting in hight glass design
| Stainless-steel bumper
| Electronic defrost heater

KEY BENEFITS:

| Enlarged display surface
| Wide choice of colors for the 
exterior and interior (RAL palette)
| Possibility to lift the bottom of the 
counter to clean and tidy it
| Stainless-steel bumper
| Multiplexable device
| Strong tempered glass
| Liftable front glass
| Panoramic endwalls
| Protection against glass fogging
| Even allocation of cool air 
throughout the whole area
| Energy saving electronically 
commutated fans
| Electronic control panel
| Thermometer (solar powered or 
electronic)
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free

HYDROLOOP

REMOTE

PLUG-IN

R134A R448A CO2 R290R450A



VEGA SPACE QB PASTRY
A cubic design ergonomic and 
functional serve-over counter with an 
additional glass shelf for an attractive 
display of the patisserie products. 
It has a wide display surface for 
optimal visibility. With a display deck 
as a drawer, equipped with trays, this 
model is an ideal choice for the display 
of sweets and cakes. Low glass design 
Vega Space QB Pastry LG for self-
service available.
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VEGA SPACE QB STORAGE
A cubic design serve-over counter 
with an additional refrigerated drawer, 
which offers more storage capacity for 
your products. Drawer seals in cold air, 
keeping temperatures consistent and 
ensuring optimal storage environment 
for meats, poultry, and other products. 
The insulated thermal-efficient cabinet 
ensures optimum efficiency and 
product preservation.
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VEGA SPACE QB H1 / H2
Vega Space QB H1 / H2 is a multi-level 
self-service refrigerated counter that 
provides excellent visibility for any 
refrigerated product that you want 
your customers to select themselves. 
Available with two to three display 
levels and several lengths, this cabinet 
ensures convenient shopping and is 
an attractive option for retail stores. 
Great for displaying pre-packed meat, 
poultry, seafood products, cheeses, 
and pastries.  Multiplexable with other 
Vega Space QB counters.
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VEGA SPACE QB FREEZER
A cubic design commercial display 
freezer counter with sliding back doors 
and additional glass pack, designed to 
store and sell frozen products. Great 
for frozen meat, fish, and packed 
frozen products. Classic, simple lines 
and wide display surface make it an 
ideal choice for any store format. 
Multiplexible device looks unanimously 
when used with other Vega Space QB 
range counters. Stable and reliable 
performance guarantees the perfect 
preservation of your merchandise.
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VEGA SPACE QB HOT BM
Modern look straight glass bain-marie 
serve-over counter, designed for an 
attractive ready-to-eat hot dishes 
presentation. The heated counter 
keeps cooked dishes warm while 
preventing them from drying out. 
Features include overhead lighting, 
lower heating and humidification via 
bain-marie, and electronic water filling. 
Lift-up front glass makes it easy for 
the store staff to access and tidy the 
counter. Gastronomy stainless steel 
containers of the selected depth are 
provided. The counter complements 
Vega Space QB refrigerated display 
counter model, and looks unanimously 
when joined into counter lines.
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Model Lenght without endwalls
(mm)

Operating temperature
ºC (+25 ºC, 60% RH)

Exposition space
(m2)

Volume
(m3)

Rated voltage
(V)

1250
1880
2500
3750

1250
1880
2500
3750

2500

3750

1250
1880
2500

1250
1880
2500
3750

2500

1250

Vega Space QB LG

Vega Space QB HG

Vega Space QB Pastry

Vega Space QB Storage

Vega Space QB H1

Vega Space QB H2

Vega Space QB Freezer

Vega Space QB Hot BM

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC
H1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

-15...-18 ºC
L1

60...80 ºC

1.14
1.71
2.28
3.41

1.14
1.71
2.28
3.41

2.10

3.36

1.66
2.49
3.30

2.29
3.42
4.58
6.86

2.02

1.07

0.29
0.44
0.59
0.88

0.29
0.44
0.59
0.88

0.55

0.87

0.38
0.57
0.76

0.57
0.86
1.14
1.72

0.54

0.25

230

230

230

230

230

230

400

230

Vega Space QB corner OC90R

Vega Space QB LG

Vega Space QB H1

Vega Space QB HG Vega Space QB Pastry Vega Space QB Storage

Vega Space QB H2 Vega Space QB Freezer Vega Space QB Hot BM


